"GET"...JEWISH DIVORCE PAPERS
Get" (divorce) is made up of gimel and tav in Hebrew. This word is so dreaded that
at no time in the torah do these letters even touch each other. It is so negative a thought,
you will not even find it in scripture. The torah doesn't say much about divorce. It only
says if a married couple divorce they can never go back and marry each other again.
When traditional Orthodox Jewish couples divorce, the man must give the
woman a “get” before she can be remarried. This signed authorization from the husband,
gives the wife the right to remarry. A Get is a religious document that separates the
combined soul of the man and woman.
God’s bride is the Jews and they have
never received the “get”, this proves that
He is not finished with them. God will be
reconciled with the Jewish people. Without
a proper Get, even though the man and
woman have physically separated, they
are still bound together metaphysically and considered as if fully married. This is
true to the extent that if the woman were to
have relations with another man before
receiving a Get, it would be considered
adultery. This is also commonly called a
“soul tie’, when spoken of in regards to
spiritual warfare.
A secular divorce does not count as a Get. In Orthodox Judaism a Get must be
written in a very specific way, and can be done so only by someone who is well-versed in
Jewish law (i.e. not "just any rabbi"). For example, the Get must be written specifically for
this couple, and a pre-printed document cannot be used. There are also specific formulas
for the spelling of words and names. There are other factors as well, including the type of
people who must witness the giving of the Get. All these factors must be done properly, or
else the couple is still considered as if fully married.
When getting divorced, a Get in not only the right thing to do, but it is the wise thing
to do. It solves a lot of problems down the line. For example, someone who is divorced for
many years and then wants to remarry, needs a Get. If they didn’t take care of it the first
time, they now have to track down the "ex," wherever he/she is, and ask for their cooperation in the process of a Get. Imagine the possible heartache and complications.
If we look at the last few thousand years of christianity we will clearly see that they
have divorced the Almighty. They have walked away from His torah wedding contract and
have been following the anti-messiah spirit of other gods. They have become unclean.
Over the last twenty or so years we have seen many of these goyim (gentiles) returning to
the torah, the root of the bible. That is why this movement is called the Hebraic Roots
movement.
"Till death do us part"
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The pledge most people make when they get married; "till death do us part" is
revealing to us that after we die we are no longer married to each other. In Heaven there
is no marriage.
(Mar 23/16) Jerry Hennig
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